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Dear Secretary Williams,

   Attached is a comment about Notary Amendments. Thank you for taking a
moment to read.

Yours Truly,

Abigail
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[bookmark: _GoBack]Dear Secretary Williams,

	Amended, I think most rules seem feasible and endurable. However, I feel some things should have a price, irrespective a notary charge, keep reading as I explain my cathartic notion. Moreover, as far as education I think every four years is a phenomenal way to improve intellectual ability and performance notarizing. In my opinion, E-Notary needs some accessible new works. As residence takes precedence I think America could really increase revenue on Statesmen and Stateswoman notarizing globally. 

	I would also like to mention: “In having a free course for Notary in Secretary of States website I really think raising notary articles certificate fee should happen. As we currently stand at $10.00 per unit, whereas raising a notary articles certificate to $20.00 would increase our national average and help our government stand tall.” We need to increase income for our government and raise America’s economy in order to produce governmental jobs, rather than shutting government down or leaving government at a stand-still. I would also recommend having charging a $1.00 for each course. As, every human being should know how to have an offering, and offer a small amount in order to gain: (1) Knowledge; (2) Understanding; (3) Discipline; (4) and certification. Honestly, I just think America’s birth rate is so high, without some financial increase America stands to file a Chapter 12 Bankruptcy on other nations. That said, America will have to endure enemies in nations other than America who have more money. Meaning, terrorist attacks and threats on America will increase, America’s national debt will increase, and America will seem untrustable, unstable, and dishonest, moreover -lacking integrity- really. As a whole nation, America should stand tall and sustain as we have a very attractive economy and we as Americans know to charge for privileges and honor. 

	As far as having notaries able to notarize regardless about residence, I most certainly agree. Residence is irrelevant as long as an American economy is strong. 

	As an online student who really loves education in an online environment, I also think we should make e-notary allow for more notarizing to occur through e-signature. I mean, even federal funding is allowed through e-banking.  So, why not make e-notary possible for people in their homes, criminals in jail libraries, notaries who work at home, and attorneys, law firms, courts, and businesses, etc. Not to mention, I think our economy will increase in works, not expense. Also, e-notary may help in job creation for securities in order to locate more internet terrorists, spies, and rebels who engage in internet retaliation. Lastly, allowing America “ability” to locate enemy domicile’s through internet tracking securities. Therefore, a change should happen securing America’s monies and identities, whilst eliminating all those who stand in our way for succeeding as a United States Power House! 
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I mean, even federal funding is allowed through e-banking.  So, why not make e-notary 
possible for people in their homes, criminals in jail libraries, notaries who work at home, 
and attorneys, law firms, courts, and businesses, etc. Not to mention, I think our 
economy will increase in works, not expense. Also, e-notary may help in job creation 
for securities in order to locate more internet terrorists, spies, and rebels who engage in 
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